India Leadership Academy 2021

The India Leadership Academy (ILA) 2021 - a pioneering leadership programme in Hindi that develops exceptional emerging leaders from the social sector, across India.

The programme equips participants with tools to reframe leadership, especially with the challenges that the social sector faces in this new world.

A key part of this is exploring the skills and competencies needed to embrace diversity and to lead outside our core circle; enabling us to work through partnership to tackle complex challenges. Through the programme, the participants will have a chance to practice this approach in real-time and then consider how they will use these new insights and diverse networks to create a greater impact on the sector.
Learning objectives

- Bringing greater self-awareness and understanding of one's impact as a leader
- Understanding one's personal leadership challenges to develop new skills and competencies to better approach them
- Building networks and a collaborative mind-set
- Broadening understanding of the social sector

What to expect - Highlights

- A leadership self-assessment tool
- A blended learning methodology
- Strong processes for deep reflection and learnings
- Networks and inspiration from external contributors
- A personal action plan on developing leadership behaviours
- A marketplace of ideas for participants and their organisations
- Participation in a larger alumni community for lifelong learning

Who is it for?

The India Leadership Academy (ILA) 2021 brings together exceptional emerging leaders across the social sector in India who are in the early to mid-stages of their careers. The participants are recognised as those who will rapidly progress to more senior roles.

2021 dates for real-time sessions

This is a blended learning programme and the online learning will continue throughout the programme.

Module 1
13 August 2021 (9am-1pm IST)

Module 2
3 September 2021 (9am-1pm IST)

Module 3
24 September 2021 (9am-1pm IST)

Module 4
18 October 2021 (9am-1pm IST)

Module 5
29 October 21 (9am-1pm IST) OR in-person 27 – 29 October 2021

How do I apply?

commonpurpose.org/ila-apply

(As a gesture of goodwill, a fee of INR 10000/- per person is appreciated from each participating organization)

For further information contact:

Saira Philipose
Senior Operations Manager
Common Purpose
M: +91 9845896929
E: saira.philipose@commonpurpose.org